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Visit the afterlife with explorer Bruce Moen, as he maps out the territory ahead of us all--beyond
physical death--in this remarkable second book in the Exploring the Afterlife series. The ultimate
travel memoir, Voyage Beyond Doubt allows you to witness the power of the human mind as
moen uses his Monroe Institute training to communicate with the dead, journey through the
afterlife and come back again with a greater understanding of life, death, and what it's really all
about.Moen relates numerous incredible experiences of discovery: meeting his dead
grandmother, aiding lost souls to find their way to the afterlife, beginning a "ghost-busting"
service, and gaining a fuller, more complete understanding of the regions of the nonphysical.
Moen even encounters now-deceased OBE explorer Bob Monroe in his travels in the beyond. A
thrilling adventure into the unknown. Voyage Beyond Doubt is a travel guide for the new intrepid
explorers of the nonphysical realms.

About the AuthorBruce Moen is the author of the Exploring the Afterlife series, five books which
serve as valuable guides for astral adventurers. In his increasingly popular workshops,
conducted worldwide, Moen teaches participants how to travel beyond physical existence into
the realms of the Afterlife and beyond. A schedule of his lectures and workshops can be found
on his web site. Moen lives with his wife Pharon in Denver, Colorado, where he is an engineering
consultant.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Joseph J. Truncale, “If you liked the first volume you will enjoy this second volume in the series..
This is the continuing story of the author’s out of body travels and experiences exploring other
realms and dimensions. In this 295 page soft cover book (Voyage beyond doubt: exploring the
afterlife volume 2 by Bruce Moen) he relates his family issues and decides to quit his
engineering job and separate from his wife to further explore his passion of astral projection and
travel. Like volume one Rebecca, the mysterious Teacher assists him on his journey to places
not part of the physical world.The author is very skilled at hooking you into the strange and
mysterious world of his consciousness making you part of his travels into the realms other
worlds and places in other dimensions.This book is organized into four parts. Part one is about
voyaging with the mysterious teacher (Rebecca) traveling to many strange and exciting places
and meeting other people. Part two covers “Voyaging solo” dealing with meditating on a financial
cushion, Sylvia’s retrieval and other topics. Part three explores “through a hurricane, alone”
covering ghost busting, Helaina’s dream, Jack the ripper takes a seat, the eye of the storm,
another alarm clock, dream a little dream with me and other subjects. The final part “voyaging
beyond doubt” explains this life associations in the afterlife, last voyage with doubt, a voyage
beyond doubt and the hounds of hell. The epilogue section also has 4 very informative
appendix sections.I liked this second volume but not as much as volume one. I found Helaina's
long drawn issues became boring and tedious; however, this book is still a good read.If you
enjoy reading about the mystical and esoteric this is a book you may want to check out. It is an
interesting and unusual book that will keep you turning the pages.Rating: 4 Stars. Joseph J.
Truncale (Author: Zen Poetry Moments: How to read, write and enjoy Haiku).”

KimSpirit, “Stunning writing and research!. If you want the TRUTH, if you love metaphysics, if
you have begun to doubt everything you've been told, if you are an adventurer and an explorer,
start NOW. Get this book. Prepare to be full of wonder. When you are done, don't stop. Go
back to Amazon and buy all the books you can on this subject. Immerse yourself. See ya on the
other side.”

Boudicca, “Great read in my opinion. I was led to this book after enjoying the Robert Monroe
material. Great read in my opinion. He has a less clinical approach than Monroe, helped me
understand my own experiences better.”

Michael Lyon, “Five Stars. Bruce Moen's work is much appreciated, and very insightful!”

Karen Nixon, “Five Stars. A fascinating series of books.”

Mindliver, “mindliver. I wrote a review already for his other book, so this one will be shorter.
Moen is always good, and each book brings more insights as he grows into his experiences.”



Vincent J. Lasorso, “Good book, good read, good information but..... This book nicely expands
on Mr. Moen's first book providing more information about his techniques and his own
development. People who read his first book should definitely read this one too. But Mr. Moen
did not learn about the pitfalls of publishing from his mentor Bob Monroe.Bob's first book
described his experiences of out of body explorations and his conclusions of what was
happening. His second book was published twelve years after his first and refuted most of his
original conclusions. Time and experience, provided him with lessons and perspective to see
what was real and what was projection. Imagine the novice Jedi Knight, Luke Skywalker, writing
a book on Jedi training before he met Yoda. It would be a great book with relevant information
but not a complete revelation of the skills and world of the Jedi. And like Luke, Mr. Moen's
mentor died before he could complete his training.Mr. Moen has exercised tremendous
courage and skill writting three books in three years about a skill he has only been doing for six
years. The result is some excellent books, with a lot of heart, that outline the possiblities
availalbe to anyone who desires to explore. These books can serve the explorer well, but the
reader's experiences and impressions may greatly differ from those presented in this book. And
they too, would be correct.I for one can't wait to see the  book he writes ten years from now.”

PETER MIKOLAJCZYK, “Five Stars. Excellent book”

The book by Bruce Moen has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 30 people have provided feedback.
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